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ADIL -  words to do with ‘just, fair’ 
 

* Dua tahun penjara? Tidak adil itu.  

Two years prison? That’s unjust / not fair. 

* Pengadilan Miami akan mengadili dua warga asing yang diduga mengedarkan pil ektasi. 

A Miami court will try two foreigners who are suspected of trafficking ecstasy tablets. 

* Dua warga asing akan diadili oleh pengadilan Miami bulan depan. 

Two foreigners will be tried by a Miami court next month. 

* Mereka menuntut keadilan untuk korban kejahatan seksual. 

They are demanding justice for the victims of sex crimes. 
 

Notes 

* adil (adj): just, fair.  

* mengadili (v): to try (somebody), i.e., try them in court. 

* keadilan (n): justice, fairness. [i.e., the state or quality of being “adil”]. 

* pengadilan (n): a court, i.e. court of law. 

 
Practice. Say it in Indonesian. For each word in bold use an ADIL word. (Be ready to choose 
between mengadili and diadili as needed.) 

1. The victim’s family is seeking truth and justice. [with ‘kebenaran’] 

2. All defendants must be tried fairly. [with ‘terdakwa’] 

3. The killer was sentenced to death by an Egyptian court. [with ‘dihukum’] 

4. That domestic servant was dismissed unfairly [with ‘dipecat’] 

5. Law students must learn about the Indonesian court system. [with ‘sistem’] 

6. They only want to obtain just treatment in the workplace. [with ‘perlakuan’] 

7. Small children already possess a strong sense of fairness. [with ‘rasa’] 

8. There is a special court that tries cases of corruption. [with ‘kasus’] 

9. That’s not a fair way to choose a winner. [ with ‘pemenang’] 

10. Rina and her father have very different opinions about social justice. [with ‘berbeda’] 

11. Those three soldiers were tried by a military court. [with ‘prajurit’] 


